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S~CTIQN,I ~.GEN~BeL OE~&BIPTION 

1.01 rhe purpos~ of this circuit is to 
convert pushbutton dial codes· into 10- or 
20-pps pulse trains and· then transmit the 
pulse train ~nformation into the connecting 
circuit. Twenty pulse per second train 
information is transmitted only when the 
connecting circuit is a central effie@ trunk 
and the central office equipment is arranged 
to accept this pulse speed. 

Z~~~£E!k-2~~E!f!l~-!2£~f£E!!!!:!~ 

2.01 The register s~nder circuit replaces 
the rotar) dial in gen~rating pulse trains at 
a rate of 10 pps with aft interdigitaL time of 
approximately 700 ms or 20 pps with a minimum 
interdigital time of 300 ms. 

2.02 For outgoing signaling on aial 
Lines, the register sender li~k circuit, in 
response •u a start signal received from the 
position circuit, connects the sender auto
matically to the Line requiring signaling. 

2.03 Depending on the issue of the 
registar sender, the attendant receives a 
steadily Lighted ready Lamp <ROY> as a dial 
start signal and, with Later ;ssues, receives 
dial tone in addition to the Lamp signal. 

*This CD also covers drawing issues through 
13D. For Reasons for Reissue, see Appendix 
10. 
U.S.A. Page 
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·2.04 Upon receiving a start dial zignal, 
the attendant then pushbutton dials the num
ber of the called party into the register 
sender. 

2.05 When t: • atte.1dant pushbutton dials 
a dig~t, ground 1s applied simultaneously to 
two of five leads. The five leads are 
designat~d as leads 0, 1, 2. 4, and 7. 

2.06 Each 2-out-of-5 code digit is 
steered by the steering ·:circuit ; nto a 
regis t<;?r unit i r, the storage circuit. The 
storage circu~t consists of seven register 
units CA~ through GR>; each register unit has 
five indepe-ndent dry reed relays. Two of the 
five dry reed relays in each register ar~ 
O~!rated and represent a di~\ed aigit .n two 
of five codes. 

2.07 The s¥quential digit ;elector now 
steers the 2-out-of-5.code digits out of the 
storage circuit, one at a time, into the 
t raros Later .: -; n:ui t. 

2.08 The translator circuit conditions 
the pulse counter t;r~u~t and starts an 
interdigital timing circuit cycle. At the 
end of the interdigit~l timing cycle, the 
pulse generator ~tarts outpulsing over the 
line. These pulses are counted by the pulse 
counter circuit. · When the pulse counter 
circuit counts to the same digit that ;s in 
the trarisla~or circuit, an end-of~pulse-train 
circuit is activat~d. · 

2.09 The e~d-of-pulse-train· tircuit st~~s 
the pulse generator which rele~ses both the 
transla~or circuit and tne pulse counter 
circuit. The end-of-pulse-train circuit then 
signals the se~uential digit selRctor circu~t 
causing it tc step to the next storage 
ci r :.ui t. 

2.10 The above sequence is repeated for 
each di~it diaLEd until an end-of-cutpulsing 
code is rece'ved from the storage circuit. 
The end-of-outpulsing code causes the trans
lator circuit to operate tbe release relay 
which relea~cs the register sender circuit. 

~.:.--E.tH.E£E-~_.ttlQ£fLE£&I!JE.t~ 

3. 01 A L thougt, the register sender stor.;ge 
packages are ~apabl~ of storing only 7 
digits, a recycling arrangement of the 
storage circuit permits a 14-digit number to 
be outpulsed. When used with a switchboarrl, 
this number is r·educed to 13 for reasons 
which wiLL be explained in the detailed 
description. 1his arrangement demands that 
the speed of dialing doe& not exceed the 
ability of thP register sender to vutpulse 
and clear the storag~ packages to receive
additional digits. The speed of dialina is
regulated by flutter-flashina the RDYL-~amp 
as a stop-dial indication when-storaoe is not 
avail~bte •. Because several changes have been
made 1 n ~h1 s procP~ure a det.ai Led expLanation
is made 1n 3 of ~[~!l~tl-.il· foption M was 
2 
furnished on Issue 4D to arrang~ the register 
sender for 13-digit storage. 

3.02 The register sender is equipped to 
~rovide outpulsing at 10 and 20 pps. This 
aoility is limited in some applications and 
various options have been g •erated to pro
vide more flexibility. 

READY LAMP FUNCTieNS 

3.03 The ready lamp <PDYL> acts both as a 
stop and/or start dial and a trouble 
indicator. 

Ca) As d stop-dialing indicator, the ready 
lamp flutters at 720 ;pm at the atten
dant position ~ocl1en the keypulsing 
speed exceeds the abi l; ty of the 
re~ister sender-to clear its storage 
packages. When storage is availoble, 
the PDYL lamp w~ll tight steadily. 

(b) As a tro~blP. indicator, the ready lamp 
flutters at 120 ipm as a signal to the 
,ttenoant that two dial ·keys were 
inadvertently op~rated simultaneousl~, 
resulting in the registration of more 
than a-2-out-of-5 code. 

3.04 The interdigital timin~ circuit is 
· arr.:!'lged t'l ~~·ovide a 111inimum t"lmi·ng interval 
of 300 ~s tor the 20-pps outpulsing speed and 
a timing interval ~f approximatel~ 700 ms for 
t~e 10-pps outpulsi~g speed. 

3.05 lo!ith early is.sues of the register 
sender, the attendant was isolat~d from the 
transmi,;sion path during dialing. Later-
1Ssues provided dial tone monitoring •hich 
allows the attendant tr monitor the trunk 
hetween digits. 

1.:.--~.tH!JEf 

1.01 This circuit is seized by thF. opera
tion of the start key in the position ci r-
cui t. Ground on the· start lead to the Link 
circuit :nakes a bid for an idle register 
sender by tloe operati .in of an ST- reLay in 
the Link circuit. lf Jn idle register s~nder 
is available, a select and hold magnet opera
tion closes cro~spoints on a cr'lssbar 3witch 

. cLosing through a group of leads between the 
Link, tne po~;ition circuit, and the r·egister 
sendPr. The start lead is extended into the 
register sender operating relay CS. t<e lay CS 
closes fundamental ground to the register 
sender circuitry and closes lead KR, the 
class ·Lead <CLA or CLA1>, and lead CT to ·the 
Link circuit. Because of the functional 
changes ~n the central· office trunk check 
circuit CFS11>, the various options will be 
taken up separately in the following 
paragraphs. 
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2.01 CaLLs completing in the PBX to station Lines and tie trunks do not require first digit recycle or a change in pulsing speed. Therefore, the circuitry in FS11 functions only to close the class lead <tLA or CLA1) and Lead KR through for operation of the ROYL Lamp and dial tone monitoring. With option ZR, r•Lay CLA would ·not be operated under these conditions due to ~bsence of ground on Lead CLA. This would also be true in the case of option ZS or XC because ground is furni shP.d on Lead CLA 1 onLy. when the register sender is connected t~ a central office trunk. After a timed interval due to the delay of thermistor CSA, relay ~~A will operate <option ZS or XC) and close Lead KR through to its normal operating path. With option ZS or XC, lead KR performs the functions of operating the class relays during the operate tim~ of r.~lay CSA <when connected to a CO trunk) and cont?olling the ROYL lamp once relay CSA is operated. Lead CLA2 is used to control the dial tone monitoring functivn in the position circuit. These functions are distussed in the following paragraphs. 

2.02 The di~ling path for the terminating circuit is over the tip ana ring leads in F$11 through DT contact 58, OT1 contact 58, roc contact 38, OT1 contact 68, DT contact 68, CL contact 58, and through resistor TR. Relay ·!DC operates during putsing. Contact 1M of relay P in parallel with contact 38 of relay IDC is the pulsing contact. The functions of the IOC, P, and PS relay contacts during pulsing are explain~d in 4.02. Othet functions of ~he rdgister sender ~re the same for either calls to lines or CO trunks. iilese functio:ts are explained in separate paragraphs which follow. 

~~--eE~Q18ki~~~Q_£IE~I_QI2tT Rs~Yck, 
3.01 There have been three distinct changes in the operation of the central office trunk check circuit which are described below. 

READY LAMP JNLY <OPTION ZR) 

3.02 In the original design, the attendant is isolated from the trunk during dialing. The RDYL lamp is the sole indication of the condition of the trunk. To give the attendant a start-dial, signal it is necessary to detect the presence of t~e central office equipment on the pulsing tip and ring. A polarized relay is provided to detect a reversal of battery as the pulsing circuit first sees the ~elector battery and ground and, when the CO trunk is seized, then sees the CO battery and ground. This secon~ battery supply is the one which must be detected. Attendant facilities such as the attendant trunk, conference trunk, 2-way positinn trunk, and attendant Loop circuits requi rP. answer super,,; sion for their proper 
operation. UnLess this answer supervision is obtained from the c~ntraL office <step-bystep), the battery and ground is reversed in the central office trunk circuit. Therefore options Q and R are provided in the register sender. For proper functioning of relay OT2 and the attendant faci Li ·es when the trunks are t~rminated in a step-by-step central office, the tip and ring Leads are reversed in the register sender. When the trunks are terminated in a crossbar cr panel office, the tip and ring are straight in the register sender and the tip and ring are reversed between the selector bank and the cen~ral office trunk circuit. 

3.03 ~·he function of relay OT2 is to release relay OT when the central office 
equi~ment is on the line ~eady to receive dial. pulses. ReLay OT operates when a 9 is d1aled and connects Lead KR to the flutter 
circ~,t <FS3) to flash the ROYL lamp as a stop-dial signal to the attendant. When the central office equipment is attached, relay DT2 op~rates, relea;i~g relay DT which transfers LJad KR ~~ ~round, Lighting the ROYL Lar.;p steadily as a start-di.~l signal to the attendant. 

3.04 lr centra~ office trunks appear on a Leve. other ttan 9 and the connected ce~~~~L office is a type other than that on the ninth Level <crossbar versus step-by-step, for instdnce>, relay KR will operate upon dig~t 
translatio~. R~lay TR will reverse the t1p and ring ccnnectio~s to relay OT2 allowing the reve~~ed potarity to oper~Le rela) DT2 when the central office is conn~ctea. This function is necess~ry to cancel the tip and ring reversal in the register sender since the selector· bank Level for the crossbar 
~runks will have a reversal between the ban~ and the central office trunk circuit. 

3.05 Relay OT, in addition to its ready Lamp control function, also controls the first digit recycle function. When a trunk level is dialed <9 or another Level>, the operation of relay DT opens the operate path of the 1 r~Lay. Th~ AR- digit storage package is cleared of the first digit by the operation of both relays OT and OT1. In FS3, contacts 98 of relay DT and 118 of relay OT1 remove ground from ~~e L1 Lead to FS2. This ground is the Locking ground for the ARrelay package; therefore, the relays release afte:· the first digit is translated. The second digit is t.~~n stored io~ the ARpackage when dialed, which adds one-digit 
capabil~ty to the regis:er sender or central office calls. 

3.06 Relay DT1 Locks operated f~r the duration of the call and opens the operate path of relay DT to prevent recycle on 
~,1bs~quent digits. Contact 88 of the 1 relay 
,~ placEd in the operate path of relay OT to prevent its operation after the first digit is dialed <non-CO trunk Level> if a subsequent digit corresponds to a trunk Level digit. Contact 88 of relay P.C (options ZI and ZMl is added tu prevent ~elay DT from 
Page 3 
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operating after rec}cle on the seventh·~igit 
if the eighth digit corresponds to a ~runk level digit. 

3.07 Relay DT1 also changes.the outpuls
ing speed to 20 pps if relay CLA is operated 
over Lead CLA, and option T is furnished in 
the pulse generator circuit CFS9>. ~ption T 
also places contact 128 of relay DT1 across 
the D1 capacitor in the interdi~ital timing 
circuit (FS7> to change the interdigital 
timing to approximately 300 ms when 2Q-pps 
outpulsing is used. 

3.08 When two trunk levels are used for 
CO trunks, the pulsing speed is limited to 
the speed of the ~lo~er central office. When 
only one level is used, either speed can be 
used dependi rog on the speed the connecting 
office can acce~t.· 

DIAL T~NE M~N!TOR:NG AND READY LAMP <OPTION 
ZS> 

3.09 The provis;on of option ZS and the 
aJdition of a monitoring coil and associated 
relays ·in the position cirwit eliminate the 
need for th~ DT? relay tunction in the 
registe~ sender. This new ~eature permits 
the attendant to monitor the trunk between 
dial pulses. Lead CLA2 was added to provide 
a simulated dial off-normal function to the 
position cir~uit to open the transmission 
path to the attendant during pulsing. Lead 
KR assu~es a dual functi~n. In addition to 
controllin9 the flDYL lamp, it is used also to 
operate relay CLA durin~ the interval between 
the operati~n of relays CS and CSA. This 
interval is timed by the CSA thermistor which 
delays the operation of relay CSA by approxi
mately 500 ms. 

3.10 Relay CLA, which is operated only on 
calls from key-terminated trunks, opens the 
operate path of relay DT <contact 88> to 
prevent a recycle of the first digit if this 
digit corresponds .to a dial-selected trunk 
level. Because relay DT1 is no Longer 
operated by relay CLA <contact 12M>, all 
key-terminated trunk calls will be outpulsed 
at 10 pps. 

3.11 Dia~-selected central office trunk 
calls function as follows. The translation 
of the trunk digit results in the operation 
o~ the T- relays which close the operate path 
of relay DT in FS11. When relay ZX operates 
at the end of outpulsing, the first digit 
reLay DT1 is operated. If option T is 
furnished, the sender will outpulse the sub
sequent di~its at 20 pps. If option S is 
furnished, the sender will outpulse at 10 
pps. This means that unless ~LL trunks are 
~onnected to centrdl offices capabl& of 
acceptin~ 20 pps the outpulsing speed must be 
at the speed of the slower central office. 
Wh~n relat ZX releases, <relays D1 and DT1 
both operated) relay DT is released placing 
ground on Lead KR to the positi~~ circuit as 
an indication to the at•endant that the 
sender is ready to receive additir~al digits. 
4 
The release of relay IDC at the end of 
pulsing closes ground to the CLA2 lead to 
close th~ transmission path to the position 
circuit so that the attendant can Listen for 
central office dial tone as a start-dial 
indication. 

DIALI-NG SPEED CtiNTROL C~PTHINS XC AND YT> 

3.12 In previous issues the interrela
tionship of dial-pulse speed, first-digit 
recycle, and ready lamp ~ontrol embodied in 
the DT and DT1 rela~ functions produced 
sever~ limit~tions on the d~al pulse speed 
control capabilites. As explained in 3.09 
through 3.1~, the provision of option ZS 
~imits the outpulsing speed of key-terminated 
trunks to 10 pf'l:'i. For. dial-selected trunks, 
the outpul&i~g speed is limited to 10 pps 
unless trunks to onl.y 2Q-pps offices were 
furnished. 

3.13 To obtain a more flexible arrange
ment the chang~ o outpulsing speed control 
was removed from r·e lay DT1. r.1e DT and DT1 
relays now function only in the first-digit 
recyr.~e and ready llmp control features. 
Relay ~P20 has been added in the pulse 
generator circuit. 1 FS9> t~ change the ~~~ed 
of the generator from 10 to 20 pps. The 
strapping to adjust the speed of b_oth 10 anc 
20 p•tlses is embodied in Olltion YT wiring 
eliminating the use of opt-ions S and T. 
Thus, when relay DP20 is re~eased, the ci~
cuit will function ~t 1v pps. When relay 
Dr20 is operated, the circuit will fun~tion 
at 20 pps. This new arrangement provides one 
Level which can be outpulsed at 20 pps fo 
dial-selected central office trunks. Th~s 
Level is determined by the choice of the T
relay contacts p~r Table A in FS9. ALL other 
Levels· will outpulse at 10 pps because relay 
DP20 is not operated. For first-digit 
recycle, the level chosen other than 9 must 
have the T- relay cont~cts strapped i~ paral
lel with the T~ throug~ T7 contac~s in FS11 
to operate relay DT for recycle. 

~~--~fl=I!:mine!fQ_£fO!ri!-~ffice Tryn~li 

3;14 The trunk circuits musi b~ modified 
to provide leads DP20 and DP10 in place o~ 
~ead CLA. Depending on the tyo~ cf connect
ing central office, either the DP10 or DP20 
lead is connected to the positi~n circuit. 
ThP position circuit must be arranged to 
provide optional wiring to a contact of relay 
MA so th;;t the DP10 Leads from all 10· pps 

 trunks are multipled together and connected 
through the MA relay break contact to lead 
KR. Similarly, all DP20 Leads foom all 
20-pps trunks are multipled together and 
conne:te~ to the MA relay break contact 
through a 3000-ohm resistor. Th~ multipled 
~runk leads are treated on a per position 
basis; ie, all position circuit trunk leads 
are handle~ separately. In the register 
sender, with option XC 1n rS11, relay CLA has 
been placed in series with relay CLA1 to 
provide a marginal operating function on lead 
KR. 
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3.15 When the register sender is seized by the position circuit and the trunk is 
conne~ted to a 10-pps central office, Lead DP10 1s grounded •n the trunk by op~ration of relay SAR. This ground appears in the register sender on Lead KR during the operate time of relay CSA. Relays CLA ~nd CLA1 are both operated and locked to ground at contact 8M of relay CS. Relay CLA1 operated o~ens the operate path of relay·OP20 <contact 78 in FS9). With relay DP20 normal the pulse genera tor wi LL function at the 1 0-pps r·ate. When slow-operate relay CS~ operates, lead KR is cut through to ground at contact 28 of relay 6 <FS3). At the sam& time, Lead CLA2 ·is grounded <contact 1M of relay CSA>. Relay M is operat~~ in the position circuit which in turn operates relay MA. Relay M!. operated transfers Lead KR from lead DP10 to lead CLA1 
~hich is connected to t~e RDYL lamp. Lead KR 1s used to control the ~DYL lamp because relay MA is Locked operated. Relay M aiso closes the M transformer to the attendant 
transmi~sion .circuit t~ allow central office dial. tone to be heard. The combination of a steady ready Lamp and dial tone is a ~tartdial signal to the attendant. 

3.16 If the central rffice to which the trunk is connected requires 20 pps, ere ground on lead DP20 through the 3000-ohm resistor in the position circuit operates relay CLA only in the register sender due to the ~rginal characteristics of relay CLA1. With relay CLA operated and relay CLA1 nor-· mal, oper~tion of relay CSA operates relay DP20 <FS9). With relay DP~O operated, the pulse generator produces pulses ·at the 20-pps rate. Reley DP20 also opens the shunt arou~d capacitor ~1 ir. FS7 .<contact 128) to chan~e the int·erdigital timing to 300 ms·. 

OPERATION WITH CORD SWITCHBOARD 

3.17 When option R is furnished in the position circuit <6080 switchboard), a high sleeve on the front cord grounds lead CLA to the register sender. With•option ZR, groun~ on lead CLA operates relay DT1 <contact 12M) to change the outpulsing speed to 20 pps. With the addition of option ZS, outpulsing was Limitec to 10 pps because option ZV was applied to prevent the false operation of relay DT if the first digit corresponded to a trunk Level digit. With the provision of options XC and VT, outpulsing may be either 10 or 20 pps, depending on whether or not option R is furnished in the position circuit. 

3.18 Those trunks dial-selected by the 
att~ndant <switched loop operation) have their pulsing speed determined by the crossconnect in the pulsing speed control circuit on a trunk Level basis. The translation of the first digit may be used to change to 20 pps on one Level only. Level 9 is permanentLy wired in FS11 and is used for 10-pps operation. The Level used for 20 pps must be wired per Table A in F~"l. 
4. INTERDIGITAL T!i1ING (INITIAL DR PREFIXI:!G 
----~I~I!:EfQI~!~~II§8I----------------------

'.01 Removal of -48 volts f~cm the 3tjrt anode of the T1 1nterdig~tal timi~g t~be oy operation of one or more of tr~nslator re~Jys TO, T1, T2, T4, ana T7 st~ ts the interdigit2L timing circuit. The 1.08-uF capacitor 0 connectea from the start anode to gro~r.c through 1000-ohm, current-Limiting resister L is charge_ by 130-volt battery through 0.383-megohm resistor E an~ the 2.5-megohm potentiometer D in series. Potentiometer D ~3 adjusted so that it takes approximately 5.5 secontis for the register sender to stop pulsing from the time the TS senJer test key is operated momentarily. This corresponds to an interdigital time of approximately 700 ms. On calls tC' diNct-diai. central office tr.mks the short circu1t <ootion T> around cap~citor 01 in series with cap~~itor D is removed upon completion of ~~tput~ing of the ceritral office trunk Le~el selecting digit. This reduces the effect~ve capacitance ana Lowers the interdigital t~~~ng to approximately 300 ms when the associ~ted central office is capab'e of acce~ting this faster pulse speed. Option S ~s provided when associated with 
c~ntraL 0ffices requ•ring slower pulse speed. When ~reakdown volta~e is obtained across the 
star~ gap or the T1 tJbe, it b&comes ionized. The in:erdigital timing control relay !DC is energized by the current flowing through the 
main anode. Reldy IDC operated: 

<a> Eitinguishes the T1 tube by ope"ing 
the main an~de •. 

(b) Places -48 volts on the.start anode. 
(c) eper; tile 

tacts of 
pulsing. 

shunt across t~o·make con
~ulsing relay P during 

(d) Starts the pulse generator. 

PULSE GENERATING 

4.02 Operation of relay IDC star~s th@ pulse generator w~ich pulses until the endof-pulse-train circuit is oper~ced ~Y the pulse counter circuit. When ~elay IDC operates, ground is applied vi1 ~reak con.acts of relay P to relay PG w~i~h is a double-wound, mercury contact, polar relay. The ~ and PG relays constitute a self
interru~ting pulsing circuit, the timing of the ~ulses being controlled by capacitors PG1 and PG2 and resistors PG1 through PG~. The 
sccondar~ winding of relay PG is ~onnected at both ends to battery through network resistors. Th~ negative terminal of the primary winding is connected to the positive terminal of the secondary winding. The positive ~erminal of the primary winding is connected to capacitors PG1 and PG2. The primary and secondary windings are wound in opposition to each other. Thus, with grnund on the armature of the P relay control contact and relay P normal, current is applied to the secondary winding of relay PG, in the direction to 
Page 5 



op~rate relay PG, but th~ current in the 
pr1mary winding r~arging capacitor PG oppose~ 
the operation of relay PG. As the charging 
c~rr~nt re~uces toward zero, the seco~dary 
w~nd~ng w1 LL over·com<! the opposing primary 
~1nd1~g and relay PG operates. ~peration of 
relay PG operates reLay P which, in effect,. 
transposes the battery and ground connections 
to both the primary and secondary circuits. 
The current in the secondary circuit is now 
in a direction to rause the PG relay armature 
to return to its break contact, but since 
capac1tors PG1 and PG2 charge in the reverse 
direction, which in this case is the direc
tion t~ hold the relay armature on its make 
contact, the relay armature action is delayed 
untiL the secondary current is greater a~d 
liuses relay PG to release, in turn releasing 
relay P. Wh~n this occurs, the closure of 
ground through the P relay break cont~ct 
restores the initial condition in which the 
current in the PG relay secondary is in the 
direction to operate ~elay PG. Relay PG 
operated clvseb its make contact. and pulsing 
continues. The duration of closure of the PG 
relay contact in either direction depends 
upon ~he values oi the resistances, which 
also determine the pulsing.speed. Specific
ally, incredsing resistors PG2 and PG4 
dec~eases the pulse speed while increasing 
res~stor PGS decreases the perc~nt break. 

FIRST PULSE SHORTING 

4.03 The first pulse issuing from the 
pulse generator is distorted since capacitors 
PG1 and PG2 are stafting to charge from zero 
voltage. The pulsing contacts of relay P are 
shorted out during this initial pulse inter
val by the make contacts of relay PS. Re!ay 
PS is released by the operation of relay P 
and remains released for the duration of the 
pulse train, at whi:h time it is again 
operated through the make contacts of relays 
P and PC in series. Break contacts of relay 
PS in the input Lead of the pulse counter 
cir~uit prevent the counter from counting the 
distorted pul~e. 

PULSE COUNTING 

4.04 Pulses issuing from the pul~e 
generator are divided by the pulse counte~ 
dividi~~ relays W and Z before they are 
counted by the counting relays. The pulse 
dividing relays are enabled to function by 
applying ground through the make contacts of 
relay IDC and the break contacts of relay PS 
in series. The relays continue tl di~ide 
pulses issuing from relay P untiL relay PC 
operates at tne end of the pulse train. 
Relay W operates when relay P operates and 
relay Z operates when relay P releases. Then 
relay W releases on the second operation of 
relay P, and relay Z releases on the sec~nd 
release of relay P. The whole process 
repeats. Thus, when relay Z operates, an odd 
pulse is sent to the counter; when relay Z 
releases an even pulse is sent. The counter 
is a 10-pulse partial'y recyr.Ling one which 
6 
··~-\!ses six relays <E1-7, E2-8, E3-9, E4-0, E5 
~n~ E6> that are designated according to the 
pul&~s which operate them. Relay E5 ho~ds 
during the sixth pulse and releases dur1ng 
the;. seventh pulse when the E1-7 relay 
opewates. A make contact on the E6 relay 
rec:Los~s the operating pat' of the E1-7 relay 
to the odd ~ontrol lead during the sixth 
pulse so that it may operate during the 
seventh pulse. The transfer on the E1-7 
relay in the even control lead is necessary 
to prevent a backup path fr~m locking grou~? 
on relay E6. Relay E6 rema1ns operated unt1. 
the entire counter circuit is released by 
relay PC operated. Ground from the transla
tor is connected to relay PC when the corre
s~onding relay <or relays if the digit is 
over 5> in the counter operates. By arrang
ing the circu~t so that relay PC is energized 
during the last pulse break interval and by 
having it provide a locking path for relay P, 
a complete cycle of make interval pl~s break 
interval. is made available for end1ng the 
pulse train, thPreby increasing the maximum 
potential counting speed. 

~--IR~~~k~ll~~-~~Q_fHQ~:fYb~B~l~ uPE,.;ATHlN -----------
5.01 The translator circuit consists of 

contacts on relays TO, T1, T2, T4, dnd T7 
which are operated i.n a 2-out-of-5 code fro111 
the code information registered in the 
storage ci ·r:uit and supplied under the con
t ro l of the sequential digit ·selector ci r
cuit. It transl~tes the 2-out-of-5 code 
info~mation into 1-out-of-10 code information 
which is applied t~ the pulse counter cir
cuit. The only valid dial code information 
which is not on a 2-out-of-5 basis consists 
of either end-of-code ground on the 4 dial 
code Lead 0r release forward <RLS FW~) ground 
on the 7 dial code Lead. 

5.02 After the completion of each digit 
relay PC operates and: 

<a> Removes the common battery s~pply from 
all the translator and pulse counter 
relays causing them to release. 

Cb) Operates the PCS relay •. 

When relay P operates to complete the Last 
pulse of th<! digit, it operates relay PS 
through make contacts on relay PC, which in 
turn release relay IDC. 

2~--Ql§II-~fkf£IlH§_~HQ_Rf£Y£kf 

A.01 The sequential digit selecting cir
cuit is used to connect the translator cir
cuit to the storage circuits in a controlled 
sequence. The sequence control is accom
plished with relays WX and ZX of the sequen
tial digit selector circuit and relays RC and 
Rrl of the recycle circuit. The first digit 
path e~tends from ground stored on two of the 
five reed switches of the AR register relay 
through break contacts of digit sele~ting 
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relay 1 to the translator circuit relay 
windings. The second digit path extends from 
ground st.ored on two of the five reed 
switches of the BR register relay through 
operated contacts of the first digit select
ing relay 1 and break contacts of the second 
digit selecting relay 2 in series with the 
corresponding translator circuit relay wind
; ngs. The third digit path ex.tl.'nds from 
ground stored on two of the five reed 
switches of the CR register relay th~ough 
operated contacts of the second digit select
ing relay 2 and break contacts of the third 
digit· selecting relay 3 in series with the 
corresponding translator circuit relay wind
ings. The paths of digits 4 through 7 are 
similar to tho~e described above. In cases 
where the dialing information exceeds seven 
digits, such as a direc-t distance dialed call·
requiring ten digits or re~1ste~ing the end
of-code digit on seven-digit calls, the 
recycle circuit functions when the digit 
steering circuit relay D7 operate~ to release 
and clear the AR through FR storage circuits. 
To guard against a premature release of the 
AR thr~ugh FR storage. circuits when the 
attendant pushbutto~ dialing speed is faster 
than the register sender outpulsing speed, 
the recycle circuit will cause the RDYL Lamp 
at the attendant position to flutter when the 
sixth digit is pushbutton diale~ before the 
fourth registered digit is being outpulsed. 
When the register sender is outpulsing the 
fourth digit, the recycle circuit a~ain 
causes the ROYL Lamp to light steauily as an 
indication to resume dialing. On an 11- or 
13-di git calL the recycle circuit will cause 
the ROYL Lamp at the attendant positio~ to 
flutter when the ninth digit is dialed before 
the sixth registered digit has been outpulsed 
<option YO). When the ~enoer has completed 
outpulsing the fifth aigit, the recycle cir• 
cuit wiLL cause the ROYL Lamp to Light 
steadily as an indication for the attendant 
to complete dialing. Registration of the 
seventh digit will cause the steering circuit 
relay D7 to operate, in turn operating relay 
RC. Operation of relay RC causes the release 
of the AR, BR, CR, DR, ER, and FR storage 
circuit relays and the D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, 
and D6 steering circuit relays by opening 
their Lock paths. Release of the 01, D2, D3, 
04, D5, and 06 stee~ing circuit relays causes 
the operation of the AL1, AL2, AL3, AL4, and 
AL5 recycle circuit ralays which pr~vide an 
auxiLiary Lock path for the storage circuit 
relays. These will be reoperated when the 
remaining digits are puEnbutton dialed. On a 
7-digit central office call, the end-of-code 
digit 4 will normally be registered in the AR 
storage circuit. On an 11-digit dir~ct dis
tance dialed code, the end-of-code digit <+ 
will normally be registered in the OR storage 
circuit. On a 13-·jigit di·ect disti'lnce 
dialed code, the end-of-code ~~~~e is auto
matically registered by the re~~ster sender. 
In this case, operation of the END key by the 
attendant performs no useful function. The 
pulse-dividing WX and WZ relays operate in 
response to operation of relays PC and PCS in 
the enrl-of-pulse-train c•rcuit. Initial 
operation of the PCS relay causes operation 
of the sequential digit-selector circuit 
relay ZX which causes operation of sequential 
digit selector relay 1. The digit selector 
then steers the second digit to the transla
tor circuit. Release of relay PCS causes 
operation of relay WX which provides a Lock 
path for relay zx. Upon c ~pletion of out
pulsing of the second digit, the end-at
pulse-train circuit relay PCS operates and 
causes release of relay ZX. Release of relay 
ZX clo~~s an operate path for the digit 
selector relay 2 which steers the third digit 
to the translator circuit. Release of relay 
PCS causes release cf rel3y WX, preparing the 
operate path of relay ZX for the next opera
tion of relay PCS. Subseqcen~ digit selec
tion ope~ation proceeds in a aimilar manner. 

~~,ll~B-B£b'!~£ 

7.01 When the attendant has completed 
oushbutton dialing code information to the 
register sender, the END key is depressed as 
an end-of-code i~dication~ Operation of the 
END lay grounds the 4 lead and operates a 
storage circuit register relay. When the 
translator reteives the end-of-code informa
tion frcm the sequential digit selector rir
cuit, tr~~~Lator retay R4 operates. Cpera
~ion of relay T4 closes an op~rate path for 
relay RLS through break contacts of the TO, 
T1, T2, and T7 relays. On a 13-digit call 
the regist~r sender· automatically registers 
the end pulse by locally operating relay RLS. 
In this case,. operation of the END key by the 
attendant performs no us:ful function. Relay 
RLS·operated: 

<a> Locks td paraltel contacts of operate 
relays CS and PCS. 

Cb) Removes ground fro~ Lead CT to the 
register sender Link ~ircuit. 

<c> ~aintains a ground 'on lead MB to the 
register sender Link. 

7.02 Removal of ground from Lead CT to 
the register senaer lir.~ causes the register 
sender circuit to function and remove ground 
from Lead CS <to the register sender) and 
causes the attendant position lamp RDYL to go 
dark. 

7.03 Removal of ground from Lead CS 
causes the release of relay CS which: 

(a) 

Cb) 

~emoves battery supply for pulse coun
ter, interdigital timing, end-or
pulse-train, and clear circuits. 

Removes ground supplies for central 
office trunk check, pulse generator, 
3equential digit selector, recycle, 
and all-sender-busy register circuits. 

7.04 Release of relay PC in the end-of
pu lse-t rain circuit causes reLease of !. Low
release relay PC~. Release of relay PCS 
c,uses che release r~ slow-release :·elay RLS 
wnich removes ground rrom Le~d MB to the 
Pag~ 7 
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register sender Link. The register sender is 
now in an idle co~dition. 

§~£bf!R_YffE!!lY~ 

8.01 The clear relay CL is shunted by 
ground on any of the dial code Leads 0, 1, 2, 
or 4. However, when the attendant depresses 
~he RLS.DEST, RLS FWD,or TRK RLS key, ground 
1s appl1ed only to the 7 Lead. Ground on the 
7 .Lead causes the operation of relay CL wh1ch: 

<a> Removes -48 volts from the T1 tube 
start anode. 

(b) 

<c> 

Dpens the pulsing Loop. 

Increases the timing <capacitor C) of 
tube T1 to cause a clearing time Cloop 
open> of approximately 2 seconds. 

(d) Tran:fc(; the main anode circuit of 
tube T1 to relay CLL. 

8.02 After the 2-second clearing inter
val, the T1 tube i~nizes and causes relay CLL 
to operate. Dperation of relay CLL~ 

<a> Extinguishes the T1 tube by· opening 
the main anode and restoring -48 volts 
to the start anode. 

{b) Dpe~ates relay RLS. 

Dperat1on of relay RLS causes the circ~it to 
release as described in 7.01 through 7.04. 

2~--l~~~bl~-£~~f_£~f£~ 
9.01 An invalid code check circuit con

sisting of contacts on relays TO, T1, T2, T4, 
and T7 causes the TF <trouble finder) relay 
to operate whenever a code other than 2-out
of-5, excepting the codes .4 and 7, is trans
mitted to the translator circu1t. A code 
other than 2-cut-of-5 could be created by: 

a 

<a> Improper keying (dial pushbuttons 
depressed simultaneously>. 

<b> A short between code Leads. 

(c) An ope~ COdP. Lead (4) or a short 
between a code Lead and ground. 

<d> A stuck steering relay, register 
~elay, or translator relay. 

9.02 The TF relay operated: 

<a> Causes the RDYL Lamr at the attendant 
position to flash at 120 ipm. 

<b> Places -48 volts on the T1 tube start 
anode to prevent any further 
outpulsing. 

9.03 The flashing RDYL Lamp will indicate 
trouble condition t~ the attendant. To 
8 
clear the position the attendant depresses 
the RLS FWD or TRK RLS key which causes the 
sender to release as described in 8.01 and 
8.02. 

~~QR~!~-11~1!~ 

1.01 The maximum external loop resistance 
between the register sender and the keyset is 
900 ohms. 

1.02 

Baog~ 

-44 to -52 

+130 125 to 135 

mislneli~ t\u!!i!!Si 
. 1,2,3,4~~, Digit 1 
6,7 Selection 

1A Auxili·ary 

6A 

AL1-5 

ARO, 1,2, 
4,7 

6R0,1,2, 
4,7 

CL 

CLA 

CLA1 

CLL 

to Relay 
1 

Auxiliary 
to Relay 
6 J 

Au xi L i a ry 
Lock 
Relays 

A Digit 
Register 
Relays 

B Digit 
Register 
Relays 

Clear 
Relay 

Cl.ass 
Relay 

Class. 
AuxiLiary 
Relay 

Clear 
Auxilia;·l 
Relay 

f!imary Function 

To select digit 
information in 
proper sequence 
connection to 
translator 

for 

To provide Lock path 
for register storage 
relays on recycle 

To store pushbutton 
dialed digit 
information 

To store pushbutton 
dialed digit 
information 

To release 
register sender 
on signal 
from atten
dant 

To detect resistance 
ground on Lead 
KR for 2o-pps 
operation 

To detect solid 
ground on lead KR 
for 10-pps operation 

To release register 
sender on signal 

. from attendant 
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CP0,1,2, 
4,7 

cs 

D1-7 

DP20 

DR0,1,2, 
4,7 

DT 

DT1 

DT2 

E1-7 

E2-8 

E3-9 

E4-0 

E5 

E6 

ER0,1,2, 
4,7 

FR0,1,2, 
4,7 

GR0,1,2, 
4,7 

C Digit 
Regi~ter 
Relays 

C1rcuit 
Seizure 
Relay 

. Digit 
'Steering 
Relays 

Dial 
Pulse 
'20 pps 

~ Di <Jit 
Regi shr 
Relays 

o.,.tection 
~elay 

::>etection 
Aux·i Lic.:-y 
Relay 

Detection 
Auxiliary 
Relay 

Pulse 
C"'unti ng 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counting 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counting 
Rt"lay 

Pulse 
Counting 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counting 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counting 
Relay 

E Digit 
R~gister 
Relay 

F Digit 
Register 
Relay 

G Digit 
Register 
Relay 

T6 store pushbutton 
dialed digii.: 
information 

To indicate se1zure 
of register sender 

To steer pushbutton 
dialed digit infor
mation to proper 
digit register 
storage circuit 

To change pulsing 
speed to 20 pps 

To store pushbutton 
dialed digit 
information 

To detert dialed 
digit request for 
central office trunk 

To connect central 
ofrice trunk con
dition relay toward 
central office 

To indicate cJn
diti~n of central 
office trunk 
circuit 

To count first 
and a~venth pulse 

To count second and 
eighth pulse 

To count third and 
ninth pulse 

To count fourth 
and tenth pulse 

To count fifch 
pulse 

To count sixth 
!Julse 

To store pushbutton 
d i a led di gi t 
information 

To store pushbutton 
dialed digit 
information 

To store ~ushbutton 
dialed digit 
in'for!llation 
!DC 

K 

p 

PC 

PCS 

PG 

PS 

RC 

RC1 

RLS 

RT 

10, 1,2, 
4,7 

TF 

TR 

w 

Inter
digital 
Control 
Relay 

Recycle 
::,ignal 
Relay 

Pulsing 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counter 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counter 
Auxiliary 
Rela> 

Pulse 
Generator 
Relay 

Pulse 
Shortina 
Relay · 

Recycle 
Relay 

Recycle 
Auxiliary 
Relay 

ReleOISP 
Relay 

Registra
tion 
Timing 
Relay 

TrOinsi.a
tor Relay 

Trouble 
Finder 
Re La~· 

Trunk 
Reversal 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counter 
Dividing 
Relay 

To indicate inter-r 
digital timing 
f;.~nctions 

T< send timing 
recycle indication 
to register sender 
Link circuit 

To send pulses by 
opening and closing 
pulsinq Loop 

To indicate when 
correct number of 
puLses have bee:' 
sent 

~o provide auxil
iary contacts for 
pulse counter relay 
functions 

Tc gt'nerate pulses 

To shart-d rcui t 
the first pulse 

.To recycle and clear 
digit register 
aorage c~ r::ui ts 

To ~rovide auxil
iary contarc~ for 
recy~Le reLuf 

To r~Lease register 
sender 

To prevent dou~le 
digit regictrat~on 

To translate 2-out
of-5 code informa
tion into 1-out-of-
10 decimal code 
information 

To detect invalid 
conditions 

To reverse p~~el or 
crossbar CO trunks 
appearing on au 
selector Level from 
1 to 8 when step-by
step CO trunks 
appea~ on selector 
level 9 

To foL:ow pulsing 
relay and condition 
pulse counter 
ci rcui t 
Page 9 
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wx 

z 

zx 

Pulse 
Di vi :!i ng 
Relay 

Pulse 
Counter 
Dividing 
Relay 

Pulse 
Dividing 
Relay 

To condition di~it 
selector circuit 

To operate pulse 
counter relayss 

To follow ~nd-of
pulse circuit 
signals and advahce 
digit selector 
circuit 

3.01 To recognize a seizure from connecting equipment. 

3.02 To make itself ~usy when seized. 
3.03 To Light the pushbutton dial ready Lamp wh!n the register sende~ is ready to receive dial codes. 

3.04 To register a maximum of 13 digits  from a pushbutton dial. 

3.05 To convert registered digit information into 10-pps pulse train~ of Lengths corresponding to the digit dialed on calls to Local dial switching equipment. 
3.06 To recognize a central office call and: 

<a> To cause the pushbutto~ dial ready Lamp to flutter until the central office trunk is ready to receivt pulses from the register sender. 
<b> To recognize a signal from a central office trunk that it has been conditioned to receive pulses and cause the pushbutton dial ready Lamp to Light steadi~y. 

<c> To convert registered digit information into 20-pps pulse trains of lengths corresponding to the digit dialed. 

Cd/ To recycle and clear digit register storag~ circuits when the seventh digit is dialed in order to prepare for any additional dial codes offered. 
<e> To change the interdigital rate. 

(f) To reverse panel or crossbar CO appearing on a selector level through 8 when step-by-step CO appear on selector Level 9. 

timing 

trunk~ 
from 1 
trunks 

3.07 To detect invalid dial codes created by: 

<a> Improper keying. 
10 
<b> Short between code leads. 

<c> ~pen code Lead. 

<d> Grounded code lead. 
<e> A stuck steering relay, register relay, or translator relay. 
3.08 To flash the pushbutton dial ready lamp whenever invaLid diaL codes are registered. 

3.09 To remove stored digit information from the register sender whenever the RLS FWD or TRK RLS key is operated at the attendant po'Si ti em. 

3.10 To restore itself to noraal after the Last digit is outpulsed. 
3.11 To restc.re itself to noraal whenever the associated link time-out circuit 

op~rates. 

3.12 To open the Loop to the central office or Local switch train for approximately 2 seconds whenvver an attendant operates the TRK RLS or RLS FWD key. 
3.13 To provide a minimum 0.6-second interdigital time. 

3.14 To outpulse each digit i-ediately to conserve regist~r sender busy tiae. 
3.15 To permit measurement of accumulative interdigital time for seven digits when the sender test key is operated. 

~~--£~~~f£Il~§-£IE£Yl!~ 
4.01 When this circuit is listed on a keysheet the connecting information thereon is t~ be followed. 

4.02 This circuit will function w;th the following circuits. 

<a> 

(b) 

Register Sender Link 
SD-65820-01. 

Ringing Leads Circuit 
<typical>. 

Circuit 

SD-65n1-01 

<cl Signal Circuit- SD-69327-01. 
(d) 

<e> 

Traffic Register Circuit- SD-65n4-01 <typical>. 

Flutter Circuit - SD-66867-01. 
(f) Register Sender Test Circuit - SD-65827-01; 

(g) Traffic Measuring System 1A - Remote Scanner - SD-38200-01 <typicaL>. · 
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2~--~8~Y£8£IYEI~§-If~II~§-Ef2YlEf~f~I~ 
5.01 This circuit ~hall be capa~Le of performing all the functions spec4fied in this CD. It shall al~o meet all the requirements o~ the Circuit Requirements Table. 

2~--I8~I~§_fQYIE~f~I-Q~I-QE_~fE~I£f 
6.01 Operation of the register sender MB key removes ground from Lead SMB to the register sender Link circuit making the register send:r busy to the register sender Link. Operat•on of the MB key also Lights the MB Lamp at the register sender circuit as a visual indication and closes a contact in tne all-senders-busy register chain circuit. 
BELL TELPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORAT. D 

DEPT 32?4-RCL-RVL 
Q~--Q~~£rig!i2D-2f_£bso9~~ 
D.1 Option YZ is rerated from Mfr Disc. to Standard, and opt1on X .. is now rated Mf,.. Disc. This change is made to correct a first-digit recycle failure when the attendant dials the cP.ntral office trunk Level. 

This reissue also covers information authorized by the following appendix to Issue 6AC of this CD. 

APPX 10 - DWG ISS 130 
Page 11 


